LAMELLAR GRINDING MACHINE SM-90
GRINDING AND POLISHING

- Large lamellar grinding wheel 200 x 50 mm
- High grinding performance and efficient air cooling thanks to interlamellar distance
- Convex grind
- Easy handling
Lamellar grinding machine SM-90
Easy, fast and sharp

Features:

- Fast and gentle grinding on the large lamellar grinding wheel
- Efficient air cooling
- Solid, light-convex cutting edge
- For all types of hand and machine knives
- Felt wheel for honing and polishing of the cutting edge
- Grinding and polishing of the complete edge to the handle
- Space-saving design
- Silent and low-vibration motor
- Rubber feet for secure stand
- Optimized rotation speed ensures that the knife blade does not heat up during the sharpening process

Technical Data:

Prod.-No.: 9 8080 00
Voltage: 1~/230 V / 50 Hz
Connected load: 0,37 kW
Speed: 1.450 /min
Emissions sound pressure level $L_{PA}$: 76 dB
Emissions sound pressure level $L_{WA}$: 89 dB

Grinding wheel
Grit 120: 200 x 50 x 16 mm
Polishing wheel: 200 x 25 x 16 mm

Net weight: 13,7 kg
Height: 245 mm
Width: 432 mm
Depth: 303 mm

Subject to technical changes without prior notice.

As leading knife manufacturer Friedr. Dick is certainly competent regarding resharpening. Friedr. Dick offers individual solutions e.g. for butchers and the meat processing industry:

- **ErgoGrip** Complete knife series
- **MasterGrip** Special deboning knife
- **DetectoGrip** Detectable knife series
- **ExpertGrip** Special tool for professionals
- **Magneto Steel**
- **Master Steel**
- **Rapid Steel**
- **SM-111**
- **SM-160 T**
- **DICKORON** Sapphire Cut
- **DICK micro** Super Fine Cut
- **DICK polish** polished
- **DICK combi** Sapphire Cut and polished
- **DICK titan** Sharpening Steel

We will happily send you detailed information about our range.